
July 4, 2007 11:11 PM
845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein (e. cA3/
One White Flint North -Tz-07
11555 Rockville Pike EDO
Rockville, MD 20852-2738 DEDMRT-

DEDR

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing AO

Dear Chairman Dale Klein, :hoop Or

I live 8 miles from the Indian Point nuclear power plant.
Living near this aging nuclear facility, I am deeply concerned
about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another
20 years. I am also deeply concerned about the inability to
evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an. unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point."

I live in the Hudson Highlands just north of Indian Point and
there are no two-lane roads in this region. In fact there are
only two main roads leading out of here both of which are the
sites of frequent accidents under normal conditions due to the
terrain. This situation will undoubtedly cause major problems in
the event of an evacuation. I frequently wonder if I should
invest in a motorbike, not because I'm at all interested in
riding one, but for the sole purpose of evacuating, because I
know we won't be able to leave in a car.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)
sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,

7qFe, mSfQny -0/l7 C; -



Jenny Evans
384 Old West Point Rd
Garrison, NY 10524



845-424-4150
July 4, 2007 10:50 PM

bill burke

835 western highway, * blauvelt, NY 10913

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by J.ames Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people fromn an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
bill burke
835 western highway
blauvelt, NY 10913



845-424-4150

July 3, 2007 11:08 PM

Denise Lytle

73 Poplar St., * Fords, NJ 08863

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Denise Lytle
73 Poplar St. -

Fords, NJ 08863



July 3, 2007 06:53 PM
845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant.
Living near this aging nuclear facility, I am deeply concerned
about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another
20 years. I am also deeply concerned about the inability to
evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have
refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the
Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever
providing the public or elected officials a detailed response to
the large number of problems with the plans as detailed by James
Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)
sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Friedman
68 Jefferson Street



Nyack, NY 10960



845-424-4 150

July 2, 2007 01:44 PM

Diane Ennis

, Brewster, NY 10509

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to fonnally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Diane Ennis
Brewster, NY 10509



845-424-4150

TO: Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

FROM: James Mott
518 Ringgold St
Peekskill, NY 10566

SUBJECT: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

DATE: July 2, 2007 10:30 AM

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also
deeply concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an
emergency at Indian Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt
Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not
adequate to overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an
unacceptable dose of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have refused to submit their
Annual Certification Letters since the Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Federal. Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the public or elected
officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as detailed
by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of
Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House
(649)sponsored by Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S.
Senate (994) sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also
supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
James Mott
518 Ringgold St



Peekskill, NY 10566



July 2, 2007 09:00 PM
845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant.
Living near this aging nuclear facility, I am deeply concerned
about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another
20 years. I am also deeply concerned about the inability to
evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James.
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation.
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have
refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the
Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commissi~on,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever
providing the public or elected officials a detailed response to
the large number of problems with the plans as detailed by James
Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)
sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Carolynn Cobleigh
193 Main St.



Cold Spring, NY 10516



845-424-4150
July 2, 2007 09:42 PM

ashley schulten

8 east 68th stlb 1b, * new york, NY 10021

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, .and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
ashley schulten
8 east 68th stlb
lb
new york, NY 10021



845-424-4150

July 3, 2007 01:06 PM

Michel Lee

265 Madison Rd., * Scarsdale, NY 10593

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: The NRC Must Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I reside and work in the Indian Point area and am outraged about the NRC's lax attitude
r'egarding the safety and environmental problems that have long plagued Indian Point and will
surely only increase should the NRC relicense this aging machine for another 20 years. I am also
deeply concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at
Indian Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to fonnally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey,' Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Michel Lee
265 Madison Rd.
Scarsdale, NY 10593



845-424-4150

June 27, 2007 09:33 AM

annette bailey

753 james st., * syracuse, NY 13203

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I aim also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.
Its irresponsible not to have safety backups.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by. James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
annette bailey
753 james st
syracuse, NY 13203



845-424-4150

* TO: Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

FROM: lillie galan
201 ravine ave.
yonkers, NY 10701

SUBJECT: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

DATE: June 27, 2007 09:50 AM

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also
deeply concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an
emergency at Indian Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt
Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not
adequate to overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an
unacceptable dose of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have refused to submit their
Annual Certification Letters since the Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the, public or elected
officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as detailed
by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of
Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House
(649)sponsored by Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S.
Senate (994) sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also
supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
lillie galan
201 ravine ave.



yonkers, NY 10701



June 27, 2007 09:40 AM
845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant.
Living near this aging nuclear facility, I am deeply concerned
about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another
20 years. I am also deeply concerned about the inability to
evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have
refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the
Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever
providing the public or elected officials a detailed response to
the large number of problems with the plans as detailed by James
Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)
sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Annette Nelson
Bronx, NY 10470



845-424-4150

June 26, 2007 04:24 PM

Janet Beechert

350 Columbine Court, * Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Janet Beechert
350 Columbine Court
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598



845-424-4150

June 26, 2007 04:00 PM

vanessa gang

405 west 263rd street, * bronx, NY 10471

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I amn writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
vanessa gang
405 west 263rd street
bronx, NY 10471



845-424-4150

June 26, 2007 03:59 PM

andrea jacobson

30 Woodybrook Lane, * croton on Hudson, NY 10520

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
.in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the

• public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
andrea jacobson
30 Woodybrook Lane
croton on Hudson, NY 10520



845-424-4150

June 26, 2007 03:37 PM

Ann Warner Arlen

147 Sullivan Street Apt. IA, * New York, NY 10012

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Ann Warner Arlen
147 Sullivan Street
Apt. 1A
New York, NY 10012



845-424-4150
June 27, 2007 12:22 AM

Barbara Lubell

229 Malden ave, * Palenville, NY 12463

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Barbara Lubell
229 Malden ave
Palenville, NY 12463



845-424-4150

TO: Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

FROM: Jason Rosenfeld
195 Garfield PI lb
Brooklyn, NY 11215

SUBJECT: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

DATE: June 27, 2007 12:02 AM

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also
deeply concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an
emergency at Indian Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt
Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not
adequate to overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an
unacceptable dose of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have refused to submit their
Annual Certification Letters since the Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the public or elected
officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as detailed
by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of
Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House
(649)sponsored by Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S.
Senate (994) sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also
supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Jason Rosenfeld
195 Garfield PI



lb
Brooklyn, NY 11215



845-424-4150

TO: Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

FROM: Michelle Moses
630 Ashford Avenue
Ardsley, NY 10502

SUBJECT: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

DATE: June 26, 2007 10:20 PM

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also
deeply concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an
emergency at Indian Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt
Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not
adequate to overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an
unacceptable dose of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have refused to submit their
Annual Certification Letters since the Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the public or elected
officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as detailed
by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of
Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House
(649)sponsored by Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S.
Senate (994) sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also
supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Michelle Moses
630 Ashford Avenue



Ardsley, NY 10502



845-424-4150

TO: Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

FROM: Pamela Markley
2475 Palisade Ave., #5C
Bronx, NY 10463

SUBJECT: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

DATE: June26,2007 10:20PM

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also
deeply concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an
emergency at Indian Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt
Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not
adequate to overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an
unacceptable dose of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have refused to submit their
Annual Certification Letters since the Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the public or elected
officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as detailed
by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of
Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House
(649)sponsored by Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S.
Senate (994) sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also
supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Pamela Markley
2475 Palisade Ave., #5C



Bronx, NY 10463



845-424-4150
June 26,,2007 10:18 PM

Suzan Katz

1421 Trout Brook Drive, * Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Suzan Katz
1421 Trout Brook Drive
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598



June 26, 2007 08:23 PM
845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant.
Living near this aging nuclear facility, I am deeply concerned
about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another
20 years. I am also deeply concerned about the inability to
evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate-to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have
refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the
Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever
providing the public or elected officials a detailed response to
the large number. of problems with the plans as detailed by James
Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)
sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Jim Gross
7 Francine Dr. N.



Massapequa, NY 11758



June 26, 2007 07:49 PM
845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live near Indian Point, and I am concerned for my health.
This nuclear power plant is 30 years old, but it still has no
plan to evacuate those who live in porximity to it in case of an
emergency.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have
refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the
Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever
providing the public or elected officials a detailed response to
the large number of problems with the plans as detailed by James
Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)
sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
john zeiger
63 beacon hill rd
ardsley, NY 10502



845-424-4150

peter lampke
29 lake shore dr. , south salem, NY 10590

June 26, 2007 08:25 PM

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New

* York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
peter lamnpke
29 lake shore dr.
south salem, NY 10590



June 26, 2007 08:00 PM
845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

As a resident of New York City, I am greatly concerned with
living near this aging nuclear facility. I am increasingly
deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety
problems and environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense
it for another 20 years. I am also deeply concerned about the
inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency
at Indian Point.

Perhaps, most of all, this facility is an obvious target for
terrorism. It should never have been sited in this residential
area. Obviously, it should not have its operating license
extended for another two years, let alone twenty years.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have
refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the
Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, an'd Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever
providing the public or elected officials a detailed response to
the large number of problems with the plans as detailed by James
Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)



sponsored.by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Vorwick
10 Oakley Place
Staten Island, NY 10306



845-424-4150
June 26, 2007 07:18 PM

M. Wieder

924 West End ave apt 24, * new york, NY 10025

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to fonnally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
M. Wieder
924 West End ave
apt 24
new york, NY 10025



845-424-4150

June 26, 2007 07:02 PM

Betsy Roadman

91 Mystic Drive, * Ossining, NY 10562

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Betsy Roadmnan
91 Mystic Drive
Ossining, NY 10562



June 26, 2007 07:04 PM
845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant.
Living near this agihg nuclear facility, I am deeply concerned
about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another
20 years. I am also deeply concerned about the inability to
evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have
refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the
Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever
providing the public or elected officials a detailed response to
the large number of problems with the plans as detailed by James
Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)
sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York' Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Lisa Petek
500 High Point Dr. #401



Hartsdale, NY 10530-1122



June 26, 2007 05:46 PM

845-424-4150

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant.
Living near this aging nuclear facility,, I am deeply concerned
about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another
20 years. I am also deeply concerned about the inability to
evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James
Lee Witt Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation
plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to overcome their
combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose
of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have
refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the
Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever
providing the public or elected officials a detailed response to
the large number of problems with the plans as detailed by James
Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the
relicensing process for Indian Point, provide the public and
elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all
of Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed
in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by Representatives Hall,
Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994)
sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is
also supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,,
Kathi Ellick
P.O. Box 112'



"Mountainville, NY 10953



845-424-4150

Mark Snopek
Boone, IA 50010

June 26, 2007 05:54 PM

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Mark Snopek
Boone, IA 50010



845-424-4150

TO: Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

FROM: Michael Shimkin
PO Box 207
Pound Ridge, NY 10576-2019

SUBJECT: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

DATE: June 26, 2007 05:29 PM

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also
deeply concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an
emergency at Indian Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt
Associates concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not
adequate to overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an
unacceptable dose of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point." The
counties surrounding Indian Point and New York State have refused to submit their
Annual Certification Letters since the Report was released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Homeland
Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the public or elected
officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as detailed
by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of
Witt's findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House
(649)sponsored by Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S.
Senate (994) sponsored by Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also
supported by New York Governor Eliot Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Michael Shimkin
PO Box 207



Pound Ridge, NY 10576-2019



845-424-4150

Jonathan Keller
381 East 10th St. , New York, NY 10009

June 26, 2007 05:21 PM

ChairmanDale Klein.
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

I live in proximity to the Indian Point nuclear power plant. Living near this aging nuclear
facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential for increased safety problems and
environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for another 20 years. I am also deeply
concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the event of an emergency at Indian
Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to formally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Jonathan Keller
381 East 10th St.
New York, NY 10009



845-424-4150

Peter Koch
20 Casablanca Ln., Woodstock, NY 12498

June 26, 2007 04:33 PM

Chairman Dale Klein
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Subject: Include Emergency Planning in Relicensing

Dear Chairman Dale Klein,

Living within 50 miles of this aging nuclear facility, I am deeply concerned about the potential
for increased safety problems and environmental pollution, should the NRC relicense it for
another 20 years. I aln also deeply concerned about the inability to evacuate the region, in the
event of an emergency at Indian Point.

In 2003 a New York State-commissioned report conducted by James Lee Witt Associates
concluded that the emergency evacuation plans for Indian Point are "are not adequate to
overcome their combined weight and protect the people from an unacceptable dose of radiation
in the event of a release from Indian Point." The counties surrounding Indian Point and New
York State have refused to submit their Annual Certification Letters since the Report was
released, yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
Department of Homeland Security have each year certified the plans without ever providing the
public or elected officials a detailed response to the large number of problems with the plans as
detailed by James Lee Witt.

I am writing to fornally request that the NRC, in the relicensing process. for Indian Point,
provide the public and elected officials with a comprehensive, detailed response to all of Witt's
findings as called for in federal legislation proposed in the U.S. House (649)sponsored by
Representatives Hall, Hinchey, Lowey, Engel, and Shays, and U.S. Senate (994) sponsored by
Senators Clinton and Schumer. This legislation is also supported by New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer.

Sincerely,
Peter Koch
20 Casablanca Ln.
Woodstock, NY 12498




